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January 1, 2013

Comments to U.S.Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Re: Public Scoping for E.I.S. for Updated Waste Conference Decision and Rule

"Consideration of Environmental Impacts of Temporary Storage of Spent Fuel After Cessation of Reactor

Operation"

Dear Commissioners:

Let me introduce myself. I am a practicing professional chemical/environmental engineer, in the field
for more than 40 years. I have worked for the federal government (EPA), in the corporate energy
business including oil/gas, coal, and uranium mining/milling, and as an independent business owner-
entrepreneur. When in the energy business I prepared and managed the applications and
environmental studies to license two uranium mill licenses, working directly with NRC in the late 1970s.
Those uranium mills were operated and have since been fully decommissioned and sites reclaimed. I
did that job under my then held naive belief that I could make the industry safer and acceptable
environmentally. Near the end of the 1970s however I subsequently concluded that the nuclear
industry is inherently unsafe on a variety of grounds, both in the nuclear power and nuclear weapons
parts. I chose to quit any association with the industry, with the possible exception if I could serve to

facilitate its total closure. Nothing in the last 30 years of my career has made me change that
understanding that nuclear power and nuclear weapons must simply be abandoned as human

endeavors. We have viable positive alternatives that can much more effectively and safely resolve our
needs for electrical power and for national security. To continue down the path of nuclear technology is
a failed path. Those that continue on that path are simply in denial of reality.

The intent of the NRC, under order from U.S. District Court, must be to prepare a legitimate EIS and to
finally comply with the National Environmental Policy Act is long overdue on the issue of Nuclear reactor
spent fuel. A finding of no significant impact is simply not possible for this matter. For too long the
NRC (and other federal agencies, DOE, DOD) has been cavalier, even arrogant and in denial in disregard
of the true dangers and ever present catastrophic risks associated with the national failure to deal with

nuclear wastes from all sources, be they nuclear power or research or weapons in their purpose. The

major national failure that has been occurring for my entire lifetime during the atomic age has been the
United States total incompetence in managing and permanently disposing of nuclear materials. (I was

born within days of the unexpected hand off of the nuclear nightmare to then VP Truman and his
decision to bomb Japan.) When growing up I recall plans for nuclear waste disposal in salt mines in

Kansas. Many other plans occurred, the closest ever to reality being Yucca Mountain. Final disposal
must happen. The NRC cannot be a party to further deferral of this absolute necessity.



What follows are several explicit scope requests for the NRC to incorporate in the intended EIS process,

part of its honest careful assessment of environmental impacts. They are not presented in any order of

priority, as all are considered to be important. The overriding comment however is that whatever spent

fuel alternatives are considered in the EIS process, none that leave spent waste on-site are considered

viable since they would represent an extreme vulnerability to attack, sabotage and terrorism and all
options must result in their removal to final deep geologic disposal at the earliest opportunity. The

tone of the NRC federal register notice that contemplates long term on site storage, spanning as much

as 30 or 60 years or even the entire 2 1 st century is simply outrageous, and illustrative of NRCs lack of

seriousness by the endeavor mandated by the courts and NEPA, and the public.

Specific Scoping Comments:

1. NRC's noted title for the EIS scoping simply is not the proper phrasing of the honest questions
that must be reviewed for environmental impacts on this important matter. The limited scope

question as posed by NRC in its regulatory notice NRC-2012-0246 indicates that environmental

impacts of temporary storage of spent fuel will only be analyzed for the period "after cessation

of reactor operation". This slight-of-hand phrasing will allow NRC to totally avoid the very real

environmental risks and impacts due to these spent fuels today and for the many years to come

until nuclear power plants are in fact shut down. There is nothing "temporary" about the fact

that no nuclear reactor spent wastes have yet been properly managed or disposed. I don't

consider the 75+ years of generating these dangerous materials and the continual accumulation

of them in highly radioactive vulnerable surface storage in any sense "temporary". The long
half lives of these materials makes them permanent in any human species and cultural sense.

This diversion from honesty becomes even more true given the recent rush of extensions by

NRC of reactor licenses well into the mid 2 1 St century. To only write an EIS that encompasses
what happens after those scores of reactors finally have ceased operation decades into the

future is simply a deferral of your duty to the people. I remind you that your agency banner

carries the slogan "Protecting People and The Environment". It does not read "Protecting the

Nuclear Power Industry".

The earlier NRC Waste Confidence Rulemaking originally made in 1984, and even subsequent

amendments were declared deficient with regard to NEPA by the courts and rightfully so. The

courts properly say through the deceit and mirage. "Waste Confidence" has not been attained

for the present, let alone any periods beyond active plant power generation periods of licenses.

Scope Request: Change the title and overall scope of this EIS to: "Environmental Impact

Statement for Current and Post Operating License Management of Spent Nuclear Reactor Fuels and

Associated Irradiated Materials"



2. Regarding the scoping of content of the EIS, the identification of alternatives is always a key

process, in fact an element required by NEPA to be judged a complete EIS. An absolutely

necessary alternative that must be included is the option that no additional spent fuel shall be

allowed to be generated until a final deep geologic repository for all reactor wastes and other

high level wastes has been opened and until all currently on- or off-site reactor nuclear wastes

have been transferred to such repository. This would of course mean that no new NRC

construction or operating licenses or existing plant operating license extensions would be

issued, nor would currently licensed operating nuclear power plants would be allowed to

continue operations until spent fuels and other associated irradiated/radioactive materials have

been moved to permanent disposal.

Scope Request: Include and fully assess this EIS alternative: "No additional spent fuel and
associated irradiated/radioactive materials shall be produced by any operator until a final off site

repository has been constructed and fully commissioned and all such materials have been removed from

temporary storage."

3. Another alternative in the scope of the EIS that is called for is the comprehensive and total end

of generation of any additional nuclear power spent fuel and associated irradiated materials.

This goes a step beyond Scope Item #2 above. This alternative is a declaration that nuclear

power will be removed from being a source for the generation of electricity by the United

States. This alternative is grounded in the understanding that nuclear power has never

incorporated into its true costs the extreme costs of disposal of wastes, nor the enormous costs

of high consequence catastrophes to the natural world and human populations from whatever

cause, be they human failure, mechanical failure, sabotage, terrorism, natural disasters, or any

other cause. The scope that would assess this alternative would assess the comparative

benefits, risks and costs of alternative means to generate electricity, notably focused on the

more benign new technologies of renewable and solar energy based energy sources. This scope

would analyze the market distorting subsidies that nuclear power has always had, notably the

liability limitations it currently benefits from, and the massive inputs over the years from

government research. This scope would also analyze the undeniable interrelationships

between nuclear weapons and nuclear power, and the proliferation risks associated with loss of

accountability for nuclear materials.

Scope Request: Include and fully assess this EIS alternative: "All existing nuclear power plants

shall cease generating any additional spent nuclear fuel; this being the most effective means to end the

ongoing accumulation of wastes that has not been managed and fully disposed. This alternative includes

cancellation of all operating licenses; only providing for closure and removal of spent fuel and associated

wastes."



4. An alternative of temporary spent fuel storage has become operational by a fraction of the

existing nuclear power plants, namely hardened on site storage (sometimes called "HOSS"),

meaning placement of primary cooled spent fuel rods and assemblies into shielded and

hardened dry casks, sometimes simply surface stored or in shallow burial with air ventilation.

This method has been advocated by numerous environmental groups, some even seeing it as a

permanent solution.

I find HOSS to be deeply flawed when viewed as a long term solution in that it provides an

escape from facing the centuries to millennia long ongoing hazards of the presence of these

dangerous materials at reactor sites. The reactor sites for US nuclear power reactors are very

often near major metropolitan high density populations. See the maps attached as appendices

to this testimony, one illustrating the locations of power reactors, the other census data on

population densities. As long as these dangerous materials are located near population centers

in the huge quantities power plant already have accumulated, there is the potential for disaster

of enormous proportions.

While HOSS is an improvement over the use of long term increasingly dense packed and very

vulnerable cooling pool storage systems, it should not be viewed as anything other than an

interim solution until deep geologic disposal can occur, with all materials moved off site. In

order to facilitate that ultimate transport from reactor sites, any HOSS systems approved should

be so designed to make that transfer possible without re-handling and re-casking. The current

HOSS dry casks are typically exceedingly large and massive, sometimes around 120 tons. At this

size and mass, they will be difficult to relocate without special transporation methods, only rail

and barge being likely. Casks should therefore be downsized, with more of them, making them

moveable by less obvious more secure means. Downsizing would also reduce the risks of

criticality.

Scope Request: Include hardened on site storage (HOSS) as an alternative to the unwise use of

increasing packing density of fuel assemblies, or additionally constructed storage in cooled

water storage pools. However, HOSS should never be considered the permanent storage

solution, nor should any on-site disposal of spent fuel be considered permanent. All dry cask

HOSS systems should be designed for ease in ultimate relocation to a permanent geologic

repository. All HOSS casks should be separated by distance and shielding sufficient to minimize

potential for successful terror or sabotage attacks that could damage more than one cask unit.

5. The current dominant on site storage of spent fuel and assemblies is the use of cooling pools

that require maintaining constant integrity of the vessel against leakage with consequent water

level loss, and loss of circulation of the cooling water. In event of water loss, hydrogen

generation by cladding reactions, zirconium fires, and even meltdown-fission become possible.

Published technical analyses (R. Alvarez, G. Thompson, NRC) of such events are in the literature

which also quantify the massive contamination up to 60 mile radii from a possible radioactive

steam cloud dispersal of cesium, and other radionuclides; the damages enormous to



permanently make huge land areas uninhabitable and exposed individuals suffering illnesses

and death. Depending upon the amount of spent fuel in a given cooling pool, the plant location,

the failure circumstances, and the prevailing weather conditions while releases are occurring.

In one scenario (Millstone Unit 3) a cooling pool fire could make 29,000 square miles

uninhabitable encompassing all of Connecticut, major parts of other New England states

potentially Long Island and New York City... un-measurable economic and environmental costs.

Unfortunately the faulty designs of many boiling water reactors (BWR) and even some light
water reactors (LWR) have the cooling pools located outside of containment structures. Many

are like the Fukushima BWRs which had the spent fuel cooling pools located at the upper floors

of reactor buildings with nothing more than a metal shell structure. This has always been

irresponsible design but is ignored by short sighted corporations and regulators alike. One only

need to reference the recent Fukushima nuclear disaster which has contaminated some 8

percent of Japan's land area, more than 30,000 square kilometers. The full extent of this

ongoing disaster is still not known. This contamination was heavily due to spent fuel storage

design failure. So much for the theory of "defense in depth" that is so often cited to give

confidence in engineering and security measures. This is more of the denial of designers and

regulators both, or simply the cavalier attitude about these dangerous materials and a total

failure to protect the environment and human populations.

Beyond the circumstances that lead to the Fukushima disaster, a combination of natural causes,
major design flaws and human error, the very real potential for sabotage and terrorism exists at

every nuclear power reactor with spent fuel cooling pools, and they all have them, particularly

vulnerable are those with poorly protected and unhardened building structures. The NRC has

chosen in the past to ignore these threats, making only minor adjustments to security even after

the rise of more creativity of terrorists in the last decade. The fact is, a determined terrorist can

choose to act wherever, whenever and with a wide variety of methods at will. The fact is that
NRC has acknowledged these vulnerabilities but has not made the necessary decisions nor take

suitable action to "Protecting People and the Environment" as they claim. A sole terrorist, even

operating alone, could attack and breach a spent fuel pool and cause the immediate equivalent

of Fukushima or worse. Such a terrorist would not even need to gain site access, being able to

attack from the air with a small plane (no need for a hijacked jet liner), or via drone or via
ground launched missiles, or a thousand other methods. The consequences could be worse

than Fukushima since virtually all US spent fuel pools have vastly greater quantities of spent fuel

and consequently more massive curies to be released than the Fukushima reactors. The

consequences could be worse than Chernobyl since many US plants are near much higher

population density areas. The attached map illustrating the permanently contaminated
countryside around Fukushima, or similar maps for Chernobyl should be the awakening alarm

bell for NRC to take action. Alas they have not been.

The immediate action alternative that is called for is a requirement for hardening of the

buildings surrounding the spent fuel storage pools. These materials stored at reactors across



the USA contain many times more radioactivity than the reactor cores which have hardened

containment structures. The American people have been duped for decades about this

situation and its time it is corrected, immediately.

Scope Request: Include as an alternative for spent fuel cooling pools the absolute and

immediate requirement that all such pools be enclosed in fully hardened structures. Disallow
dangerous high packing densities in cooling pools that are more vulnerable to loss of cooling

water.

6. The spent nuclear fuel in our country includes far more than is just located at the nuclear power

reactors. We must also deal with the wastes of the more than a score of research reactors.

We must deal with the massive quantities of hazardous nuclear wastes from the nuclear

weapons complex. We must deal with the large amounts of depleted uranium wastes that are
stockpiled and currently attempted to be peddled into the conventional armaments uses as

armor penetrating shells and even into consumer and industrial products. We must deal with
the huge inventory of wastes such as U-233 stockpiles stored at ancient facilities that date from

the beginning of the nuclear age and are extremely hazardous.

Scope Request: The NRC needs to engage and begin to solve these problems rather than

allowing them to be put off again and again. Additional EIS processes need to engage to immediately

deal with this entire scope of extremely hazardous materials.

Final comments:

The NRC must remind itself as it embarks on this long overdue EIS about spent reactor fuel that its duty

is to the people, not to the corporations that it licenses. This is not an issue of economics upon which
decisions are made to eliminate options on the basis of excessive cost to the nuclear power industry.

That industry has been getting away with avoidance of its real costs to our world, our environment and

our security for too long. This is a matter of national security and nuclear power has not ever made us
more secure, quite the opposite. Nuclear technology has weakened our nation and made the whole

world less secure. As long as we are creating more nuclear waste our nation and NRC are not facing up

to reality.

Respectfully submitted,

Richard D. Andrews, PE

Boulder, Colorado
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U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Reactors-
Years of Operation by the End of 2010
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2000 U.S. population density within each county (by parish in Louisiana), in persons per sq. mile
(lower 48 states only): Light to dark (yellow to blue): 1-4 (y), 5-9 (It. green), 10-24 (teal), 25-49
(dk. teal), 50-99 (blue-green), 100-249 (blue), 250-66,995 (dark blue/purple).


